Recognition errors caused by out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words lead critical problems when developing spoken language understanding systems based on automatic speech recognition technology. And automatic vocabulary adaptation is an essential technique to solve these problems. In this paper, we propose a novel and effective automatic vocabulary adaptation method. Our method selects OOV words from relevant documents using combined scores of semantic and acoustic similarities. Using this combined score that reflects both semantic and acoustic aspects, only necessary OOV words can be selected without registering redundant words. In addition, our method estimates probabilities of OOV words using semantic similarity and a class-based N-gram language model. These probabilities will be appropriate since they are estimated by considering both frequencies of OOV words in target speech data and the stable class N-gram probabilities. Experimental results show that our method improves OOV selection accuracy and recognition accuracy of newly registered words in comparison with conventional methods.
Introduction
In recent years, the performance of automatic speech recognition (ASR) technology has been dramatically improved. And it has been applied to various spontaneous speech recognition tasks such as automatic lecture transcription [1] , [2] , meeting recognition [3] , and analysis of call center dialogs [4] , [5] . In these tasks, task specific keywords or key phrases (e.g. product names or technical terms) are uttered frequently. Although these keywords are important for understanding the spoken contents, they are difficult to be covered because of limited vocabulary size of a recognition dictionary. As a result, they will be out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words and will lead to performance degradation of later spoken language understanding processings [6] .
One of the major approaches to cover OOV words automatically is to collect text documents that are relevant to target speech data and to register OOV words extracted from collected documents to the recognition dictionary. [7] - [9] form queries from the recognition results of the target speech data and retrieve relevant documents using a web search engine. [10] selects appropriate documents by Manuscript calculating Kullback-Leibler divergence between each text document and the recognition results. While these methods could reduce OOV word rate significantly, there are two problems for accurate recognition of newly registered words. First, OOV words that would not be uttered in the target spoken documents (i.e. redundant word entries) are also registered. Especially in recognition tasks of spontaneous speech like call center dialogs, utterances tend to be unclear and thus the redundant words will displace the correct words frequently [11] . Second, these methods would not estimate appropriate N-gram probabilities of newly registered words. Many OOV words do not appear in the documents frequently enough and adequate N-gram counts of OOV words are not obtained from the limited relevant documents.
To solve the problems in the conventional methods described above, an automatic vocabulary adaptation method which has the following two properties is required: 1) It can select only OOV words that will actually be uttered in the target spoken documents, i.e., it can prevent the redundant word registrations. 2) It can estimate appropriate probabilities of the newly registered words.
For selecting OOV words from relevant documents, there have been two main types of approaches. One is based on semantic similarity and the other is based on acoustic similarity. The methods based on semantic similarity select OOV words that semantically match to the words in target spoken documents [12] - [15] . On the other hand, the methods based on acoustic similarities select OOV words whose phonetic sequences appear in the target speech data [16] , [17] . These methods can select OOV words that are appropriate in terms of semantic or acoustic aspects effectively. However, several problems still remain. The methods using only semantic similarity select the words that are mainly used in texts in addition to those used in conversations. As a result, the words that are mainly used in texts will be redundant words and lead recognition errors. On the other hand, the methods using only acoustic similarity ignores the contents of the task. And, the selected words include those are irrelevant to the task semantically.
OOV words are basically low frequency words. For estimating probabilities of low frequency words, there are a wide variety of smoothing methods [18] or dimension reduction methods such as class based language models [19] . These methods estimate unigram probability using the unigram count obtained from relevant documents. And then, Copyright c 2014 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers the smoothing methods robustly estimate N-gram probability of low frequency words, like OOV words, using N-gram counts of the other high frequency words that have identical N-gram history. The class based language models construct word classes using high frequency words and estimate Ngram probability of each class. The N-gram probabilities of OOV words are stably estimated by being assigned to the appropriate class. However, unigram counts obtained from relevant documents do not necessarily reflect unigram probabilities in target speech data. As a result, the estimated unigram probabilities will not be appropriate for target speech data and will cause degradation of the OOV word recognition accuracy.
We previously proposed a novel and effective automatic vocabulary adaptation method [24] . In this paper, we describe the details of the algorithm and method's effectiveness. Figure 1 shows the overview of our method. For OOV word selection (detailed in Sect. 2), we use the combined score of both semantic and acoustic similarities to select only OOV words that are appropriate in terms of both semantic and acoustic aspects. For appropriate probability estimation of newly registered words (detailed in Sect. 3), we calculate unigram probabilities that reflects the ones in target speech data using semantic similarity between each OOV word and target speech data, and calculate N-gram probabilities using the stable class N-gram probabilities.
The paper is organized as follows. Our OOV word selection and probability estimation methods are introduced in Sects. 2 and 3 respectively. In Sect. 4, we show experimentally that our methods are effective in terms of both selection accuracy and word recognition accuracy by comparing them with some conventional methods. In this section, we further analyze performance of our method in terms of data size of speech data and relevant documents. Then we summarize this paper in Sect. 5. Fig. 1 Overview of our vocabulary adaptation method.
Vocabulary Selection Based on Semantic and Acoustic Similarities
We select OOV words using the combined score of both semantic and acoustic similarities. Figure 2 shows the overview of our OOV selection method. In advance, all OOV words in the relevant documents are extracted. Then we calculate the semantic and acoustic similarity respectively. The semantic similarity is calculated from relevant documents and target spoken documents that are recognition results of target speech data. The acoustic similarity is calculated from target speech data and a temporary dictionary that is a base dictionary to which all OOV words are added. Next we calculate registration score by combining these similarities. And then we score for all OOV words and select the words that have the highest scores. We describe this process in detail in the following subsections.
Semantic Similarity
We propose an original semantic similarity calculation method to capture relevances between each OOV word and relevant documents precisely. [12] uses N-gram history of the OOV word as the semantic similarity. It selects OOV words that have N-gram history similar to those of OOV words in target spoken documents. However, OOV segments in target spoken documents need to be detected in advance thus we need manual efforts to detect them i.e. making manual transcriptions. [13] uses importance factors in relevant documents such as term frequencies and document frequencies as semantic similarity. Although these factors can be calculated without any manual efforts, it does not focus on relevances between OOV words in relevant documents and target spoken documents. [14] or latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) [20] can evaluate relevances between OOV words in relevant documents and target spoken documents without any manual efforts. They calculate relevances on the basis of topic distributions of each OOV word and target spoken documents. However, the major parts of relevant documents consist of similar words and there are the minor semantic differences among documents. This being the case, topic distributions do not work well because they are not good at capturing the minor semantic differences. In contrast, we evaluate relevances between OOV words and target spoken documents not as topic distributions but as word frequency distributions. We determine the semantic vector of each OOV word by term and document frequencies of co-occurrence words that appear around each OOV word in relevant documents. We also determine the semantic vector of target spoken documents by term and document frequencies of words that appear in each spoken document. Then, we calculate semantic similarities as a cosine similarity of both semantic vectors. This approach enables us to capture minor semantic differences among the OOV words and the target spoken documents.
In the following, we describe how we calculate the semantic vectors and the semantic similarity. Let R denotes a relevant document set and V R denotes a vocabulary set included in R, S denotes target spoken documents, V B denotes vocabulary of ASR. Then, all vocabulary set
First, we describe the semantic vector of an OOV word. Given an OOV word o ∈ V oov , sentences including o are extracted from the relevant documents, and for each extracted sentence the sentences that preceded and followed it in relevant documents are also extracted as co-occurrence windows. The vocabulary set appearing in all co-occurrence windows is denoted as
where f (o, w t ) indicates the relevance between o and w t in relevant documents, and |V all | indicates the vocabulary size of V all . Here, we define f (o, w t ) using the tf-idf value as
where, tf(o, w t ) is the frequency of w t in all co-occurrence windows of o, df(R, w t ) is the number of documents including w t and N R is the total number of documents R. Second, we describe the semantic vector of the target spoken document. For each spoken document s ∈ S we denote a vocabulary set appearing in s as
where g(s, w t ) indicates the relevance between s and w t .
Here, we define g(s, w t ) using the tf-idf value as
where, tf(s, w t ) is the frequency of w t in s, df(S , w t ) is the number of spoken documents including w t , and N S is the total number of spoken documents in set S . With these two semantic vectors v(o) and v(s), we calculate a semantic similarity r(o, S ) between the OOV word o and the target spoken document set S as follow,
which is an average of cosine similarities between v(o) and v(s).
Acoustic Similarity
We use a confidence measure based on a posterior probability [21] as an acoustic similarity. When a newly registered word is recognized, it is assumed that there is an utterance that is highly similar to a phoneme sequence of the word. However it is possible that it is a recognition error rather than a correct word. Therefore we register OOV words temporarily and recognize target spoken documents, then select only registered words that are recognized with high confidence measure to determine whether the recognized word is actually uttered or not. In contrast, conventional methods using the acoustic similarity often search for a phoneme sequence corresponding to the OOV word from phonetic or sub-word based transcriptions. However, because there are also in-vocabulary (IV) phoneme sequences, confusable OOV words (e.g.with short durations) are frequently extracted as false-positives. Although [16] and [17] determines whether each segment is an IV or OOV word, there is still the potential for over or under detection of OOV word segments. On the other hand, the use of a confidence measure makes it possible to detect as many OOV word segments as possible without detecting the segments that seems to include uttered IV words.
Acoustic similarity is evaluated as follows. All OOV words extracted from relevant documents are temporarily registered with the base dictionary, and we recognize spoken documents by using the temporary dictionary to obtain temporary recognition results. When o is detected K o times in the temporary recognition results, we define c k (o) as a confidence measure based on a posterior probability [21] where o is recognized as k-th (1≤ k ≤ K o ), and definec(o) as the average of c k (o).
We definec(o) as acoustic similarity. Here, we use the average value of c k (o) since we statistically determine the correctness of each OOV word with K o samples.
Registration Score
The registration score, R(o), is calculated as the linear combination of r(o, S ) andc(o) for each o as,
where, α is the confidence weight. By scoring with this measure, we can select OOV words that are appropriate for both semantic and acoustic aspects.
Estimation of OOV Word Probabilities
There are two principal problems in estimating OOV probabilities. First, to reliably estimate N-gram probabilities we need a number of relevant documents that contain a sufficient number of N-gram counts for each OOV word. But it is not always possible to obtain such documents. Second, the N-gram count distribution of OOV words in relevant documents would not always reflect those in target speech data. To address the first problem we use a conventional class language model approach [19] . We construct a base class language model whose clusters are defined manually such as "personal name" or "place name", and assign the appropriate cluster to each OOV words. To address the second problem, we estimate unigram probability on the basis of the semantic similarity described in Sect. 2.1. In our method, an N-gram probability p(o|h) of each OOV word o and word history h is described as, 
where the base semantic similarity r base is a parameter that tunes the overall occurrence probabilities of OOV words against IV words,p(w IV |c o ) is the average probabilities of IV words included in c o . An appropriate value of r base would vary depending on input data, i.e. relevant documents and target spoken documents, because r(o, S ) is calculated from the input data. Meanwhile, p(o|c o ) depends onp(w IV |c o ) because r(o, S ) is calculated independently of the baseline LM.
In our method, the language models would not be a probabilistic model because the sum of the probabilities for all of the words in the class c o would not be equal to 1. This is because we intend to tune the probabilities of OOV words heuristically using r b ase. In actual applications, there are many cases in which tuning the probabilities of OOV words heuristically is beneficial for applications using recognition results. For example, in the analysis of call center dialogs, many product names are included in newly added words. In this case, it is assumed that users would be willing to tune the probabilities of these words to higher values. Our method enables users to assign higher probabilities so that users can extract more calls in which these words are uttered.
Experiments
In this section we show the effectiveness of our methods comparing with several conventional methods. The effectiveness is confirmed using two measures: 1) OOV selection accuracy, 2) recognition accuracy of newly registered words. We also discuss the relation between our two similarities and input data size to investigate robustness of our methods and to bring out optimal parameter values such as the confidence weight α or the base semantic similarity r base .
Experimental Setup
We selected three types of call center tasks: Tasks 1, 2 and 3. Task 1 handles contracting for services and Task 2 handles troubleshooting. Tasks 1 and 2 are from the same company. Task 3 also handles contracting for services, but it is from another company. We prepared evaluation speech data to evaluate accuracies for each task, and target speech data to calculate two similarities. Table 1 shows topic of three Tasks, the size of evaluation data (evaluate), OOV rate and the size of target speech data (target).
For each task, by crawling websites, we collected relevant documents whose URLs are relevant to the category of each task. Note that the same relevant document set is used for Tasks 1 and 2, and a different one is used for Task 3. All documents were subjected to morphological analysis; noun words and compound terms not in the base recognition dictionary were treated as OOV words. We used JTAG [23] for morphological analysis and extracting compound terms. Table 2 shows the relevant document sets, the number of OOV words they contain, and the maximum coverage of the words in terms of variation and frequency.
The acoustic model is a triphone HMM and the base language model is class-based trigram using modified Kneser-Ney smoothing. We construct six classes only for proper nouns that occur infrequently and others are assigned unique classes. Baseline vocabulary size is 30k. The speech recognition decoder is VoiceRex [22] . The window size n used in calculating semantic similarity is 5.
OOV Selection Accuracy
First, we evaluate whether our method scores OOV words uttered in the evaluation data higher than other methods. We compared the results yielded by our method with those yielded by three conventional OOV scoring methods: 1) frequency order (FQ), 2) concept base (CB) [14] and 3) latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) [20] . For CB, we constructed a concept base with 850K words of transcription from call centers that are different from centers of evaluation. For LDA, we first calculated topic models for relevant document set as z p(w|z) * p(z|d) as described in [20] , and then estimated the occurrence probabilities of words in target spoken documents p(w|S ) = z p(w|z) * p(z|S ). Here, w indicates words in relevant documents, z indicates topics, d indicates relevant documents, and S indicates target spoken document set. We selected OOV words according to p(w|S ) in descending order. The topic size was set to 50. As a preliminary analysis, we investigated the optimal value of the confidence weights α. Table 3 shows the selection accuracies of our method versus various α values. They indicate the number of words needed for covering 80% or 90% of the maximum coverage of frequency. An α value of 0 means using only semantic similarity and 1 means using only acoustic similarity. It is notable that the same value (0.05) marked the best selection accuracy in covering over 90% among all tasks. We assume the balance of these similarities would be very close among different tasks because both semantic and acoustic similarities are normalized values. Note that α means not only the rate of the acoustic similarity contribution but also adjusts the balance for the difference of range between the two similarities, since the range of semantic similarity values is about one-tenth of the range of acoustic similarity values. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the OOV word selection accuracies yielded by the three conventional methods and our proposed method (PRO) with three values of α; the more rapid initial rise of curve, the higher score the method yields for the OOV words in the evaluation data. If we compare the results yielded by our semantic similarity method (PRO α = 0) with those yielded by other methods based on semantic features (FREQ, CB, LDA), it becomes clear that our method is more effective. Our acoustic similarity method (PRO α = 1) achieves almost 80% of the maximum coverage for about top 100 words, but it could not cover more than 80% because remaining 20% of the words were not included in the target speech data or were misrecognized. Furthermore, the combination of both measures (PRO α = 0.05) yielded the best accuracy, indicating, our combined scores could select the words in the evaluation data more accurately than the conventional methods. Table 4 shows the selection accuracies with the number of words needed for covering 80% or 90% of max coverage. These results show that our method explicitly improved the selection accuracy. For example, in Task 1, our method needs only 242 words to cover 90% of the frequency of OOV in evaluation data, while FREQ, CB, LDA needs 3288, 4443, 2254 words respectively. It means that it could prevent the redundant word registrations compared with the conventional methods.
Recognition Accuracy of Newly Registered Words
Second, we evaluate the improvements in recognition accuracy of newly registered words yielded by our method compared with the conventional linear interpolation method. We use a keyword precision KWPRE, recall KWREC and f-values KWFV as evaluation measures. KWPRE is calculated from the proportion of the frequency of keywords correctly recognized to the frequency of all recognized keywords. KWREC is calculated from the proportion of the frequency of keywords correctly recognized to the frequency of all keywords in evaluation data. Here, keywords indicates newly registered words.
We selected OOV words according to the results of Sect. 4.2 as those covering 90% of the maximum coverage with α = 0.05 in each task. Then we estimated the probabilities of these OOV words on the basis of semantic similarity. We examined the relation between the recognition accuracy and r base as a preliminary. Figure 6 shows KWFV as a function of r base . KWFV marks better values where the range of r base is from 0.01 to 0.1 independently of differences in tasks. We selected the optimal values r base = 0.01, 0.02, 0.025 for Tasks 1, 2 and 3 respectively in the following evaluations.
We examined two types of linear interpolation methods as conventional ones; linear interpolation based on a word language model (LIW) or class language model (LIC). On LIW, we constructed a language model from relevant documents as word-based trigram. Then, we linearly interpolated it with the word base model, which is constructed separately from the class base language model. On LIC, we constructed a class language model from relevant documents. Then, we linearly interpolated it with the class base model which is introduced in Sect. 4.1. Interpolation weights are estimated by using an EM algorithm that minimizes the perplexity of recognition results for target speech data. Note that, in conventional methods, all OOV words detected from relevant documents are registered. Table 5 shows KWPRE, KWREC and KWFV yielded by conventional and our methods. It also shows word error rate (WER) of all words. The "baseline (word)" or "baseline (class)" denote base language models based on word or class. When our OOV selection and probability estimation methods are used, KWFV values are improved by 6.21%, 2.08% and 3.71% against best values yielded by LIW and LIC in each task. These results indicate our OOV selection and probability estimation methods are more effective than registering all OOV words and estimating probability by Ngram count.
Relation between Data Size and Accuracy
The values of semantic and acoustic similarities change depending on input speech data and relevant documents. And the optimal value of α or r base also changes as the values of two similarities change. We investigated the selection and recognition accuracies for various sizes of input speech data and various numbers of related documents. In the following subsections, we describe experimental results and discussions that analyze what features of input data do affect two similarities.
Speech Data Size
Two types of the speech data sizes were evaluated. The size described in Sect. 4.1 was "full size" and we selected half size of speech data randomly as "half size". Figure 7 shows the OOV selection accuracy of each similarity alone in Task 1. It is clear that the acoustic similarity is affected by the speech data size; it reached the upper bound rapidly because there were fewer utterances including OOV words in the "half size" set. In contrast, the semantic similarity is less affected than the acoustic similarity. Besides, we investigated the optimal values of α in "half size" and they shifted to 0.01 in all tasks. From this viewpoint, the confidence of the acoustic similarity is decreased according to reduction of speech data sizes. Figure 8 shows the relation of r base and recognition accuracies of newly registered words in Task 1. The little change of the optimal value of r base are investigated so that the semantic similarity value are not affected of input speech data sizes. These tendency about selection and recogition accuracies also appeared in the remaining two tasks.
Related Document Size
We evaluated two types of the related document sets. One consisted of only "related documents (RelDoc)" described in Sect. 4.1 and another is consisted of "mixed documents (MixDoc)" including related and unrelated documents. We used blog texts collected from the web as unrelated documents. Total number of documents, words and extracted OOV in the mixed documents sets in each task are shown in Table 6 .
We examined the selection accuracy in all tasks. Little difference in the accuracies was found in Tasks 1 and 3. On the other hand, in Task 2, the selection accuracy differed considerably between "MixDoc" and "RelDoc". The OOV selection accuracy of Task 2 is shown in Fig. 9 . Focusing on the results for acoustic similarity, we find that even if sufficient speech data was used, it could not cover sufficient OOV words. We investigated the OOV words that could not be covered in "MixDoc" results, and found that OOV words with short phonemes that could be easily confused with redundant words that did not appear in the temporary transcriptions. Thus the number of OOV words covered by the acoustic similarity was decreased. Moreover, the optimal values of α shifted to 0.01 in Task 2, indicating that the acoustic similarity is more sensitive than the semantic similarity for augmentation of redundant OOV words. In these experiments, only the results of Task 2 were degraded, however, it is supposed that if there is a target OOV word that has short phonemes the selection accuracy of the acoustic similarity might be degraded in any task. Figure 10 shows the relation between recognition accuracy and r base . Although the entire recognition accuracy was degraded because a lot of redundant words were added to the dictionary, the optimal value of r base was unchanged. This indicates the semantic similarity is robust for the augmentation of not relevant documents because co-occurrence words of the target OOV words in the relevant documents are not changed. The same tendencies are shown remaining two tasks.
Discussion
The experimental results described in Sects. 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 show the semantic similarity value is robust to changes in speech data sizes and relevant document sizes. On the other hand, the acoustic similarity is sensitive to changes in these data sizes. As a result, the confidence weight α shifts to small as input speech data sizes are reduced and irrelevant documents are augmented. There was little difference in the optimal value of the base semantic similarity r base because of the robustness of the semantic similarity values.
Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a novel vocabulary adaptation method that selects out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words and estimates appropriate probabilities. The OOV words appearing in target speech data were selected effectively by combining the semantic and acoustic similarities, and probabilities appropriate for target spoken documents are assigned to each word by using the class language model and the semantic similarity. Experimental results showed that our OOV selection method gives higher scores to necessary OOV words, and that the recognition accuracies of newly registered words are improved with our OOV selection and probability estimation method. We also investigated the relation between the two similarities and input data size. Experiments using two types of speech data sizes and two types of relevant document sizes showed that the semantic similarity is robust for the data sizes while the acoustic similarity is sensitive. In future work, we will discuss an alternative probability estimation method that takes account of probabilistic model. Furthermore, we will evaluate the effectiveness of our method for other various industrial tasks.
